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Abstract: This work presents the diagnosis of iris nevus using a convolutional neural network (CNN) and deep belief
network (DBN). Iris nevus is a pigmented growth (tumor) found in the front of the eye or around the pupil. It is seen
that racial and environmental factors aﬀect the iris color (e.g., blue, hazel, brown) of patients; hence, pigmented growths
may be masked in the eye background or iris. In this work, some image processing techniques are applied to images
to reinforce areas of interests in them, after which the considered classifiers are trained. We describe the automated
diagnosis of iris nevus using neural network-based systems for the classification of eye images as “nevus aﬀected” and
“unaﬀected”. Recognition rates of 93.35% and 93.67% were achieved for the CNN and DBN, respectively. Hence, the
systems described in this work can be used satisfactorily for diagnosis or to reinforce the confidence in manual-visual
diagnosis by medical experts.
Key words: Iris nevus, diagnosis, convolutional neural networks, deep belief networks

1. Introduction
Iris nevus is a tumor found on the iris or areas around the pupil. It often requires little or no attention, but
medical studies have shown that such benign growths have the capability to transform into iris melanoma, which
is malignant and therefore requires very critical medical intervention. By Kaplan–Meier estimates, iris nevus
transformation into melanoma occurs in <1%, 3%, 4%, 8%, and 11% of cases at 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 years,
respectively [1].
The diagnosis of iris nevus is achieved by taking eye images of patients, which a medical expert examines
for growths and pigmentations. Generally, medical experts visually scan the images for signs of nevi. A medical
expert may recommend the archiving of the eye images so that the history of suspected cases can be followed
for possible transformations into malignancy. It has also been found that there exists the chance of iris nevus
transforming into secondary glaucoma, which is another serious medical condition requiring crucial medical
attention. It is noteworthy that one of the most eﬀective approaches to fighting iris melanoma or secondary
glaucoma is having an eﬃcient diagnosis system for iris nevus, a phase that often precedes malignancy. Once iris
nevus is diagnosed, eﬀective medical intervention can be carried out. The diagnosis of iris nevus is made diﬃcult
in that patients often have diﬀerent colors of irises; hence, the pigmented growths may be concealed within the
iris when manual examination of medical eye images is carried out [2]. Furthermore, we cannot rule out that
such a delicate examination process may be aﬀected by situations such as eye conditions of medical experts
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(e.g., color appreciation deficiency) and fatigue. Hence, this work describes the automatic detection of iris nevus
in patients, achieved using machine intelligence (based on neural networks). Such systems do not suﬀer image
processing and appreciation deficiency as found in humans; also, errors due to fatigue are completely absent.
This work is a sequel to an earlier published work on the diagnosis of iris nevus. The capability of the
networks considered in this paper for the enhanced classification of iris nevus is presented and discussed in detail
in the following sections. Furthermore, the results presented in this paper are advancements on a previously
published work for the same task using support vector machines, backpropagation networks, and a radial basis
function network.
The capability of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in the computer vision field is quite remarkable
[3–5]. This can be attributed to the architectural build of these networks. They enjoy a structure that closely
simulates biological visual processing, and many advances and modifications to the initial architecture of these
networks have been subject to significant research breakthroughs in medicine, enabling better understanding of
how humans or animals achieve similar perception tasks almost eﬀortlessly.
The standard LeNet-5 architecture has been used for the validation of the considered application, using
eye images of patients collected from a publicly available database. The raw images were processed and used
as data with which networks were trained and tested in this research.

2. Related work
In a recent work, Oyedotun et. al proposed the use of intelligent decision support systems to model the diagnosis
of iris nevus. The systems considered in this work include support vector machines, backpropagation neural
networks, and radial basis function networks. In the same work, eye images of patients from a publicly available
database were collected. These images were processed in order to extract and reinforce features and regions of
interest, respectively. The processed images were used to train the designed networks. The best performance
obtained from the models was obtained from the support vector machine implemented with quadratic kernel,
giving a recognition rate of 90.8%, while a recognition rate of 72.5% was obtained from the other support vector
machine model that was implemented with a linear kernel. Furthermore, the backpropagation neural network
and radial basis function network achieved recognition rates of 87.3% and 88.6%, respectively [2].

3. Neural network
3.1. Convolutional neural network preliminaries
The architecture of CNNs generates key ideas for guiding its learning, which are local receptive fields, weights
sharing, and pooling operations [6]. CNNs are basically alternating layers of convolution and pooling or
subsampling layers, followed by a conventional classifier as the last layer in the network [7].
Convolutional networks are very apt in pattern recognition problems; unfortunately, these networks can
be somewhat hard to train. The big questions have almost always been what parameters or operations can
be manipulated for a better response of these networks. Some parameters that significantly contribute to the
performance of CNNs are the size of the local receptive field or kernels used for convolution operations, number
of feature maps in each convolution layer, type of pooling operation implemented in the subsampling layer,
build of convolution maps, depth of the network, and activation functions.
In this work, the standard LeNet-5 architecture has been used; it has two convolution layers and two
pooling layers (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Convolutional neural network.

From Figure 1, the convolution layer feature maps can be seen as C1 and C2 for the first and second
layer, respectively; the subsampling feature maps S1 and S2 for the first and second layer, respectively, are also
shown. In order to fully appreciate the presented ideas in this research, a brief discussion of the basic CNN
build is given below.
3.2. Kernels, convolution, and subsampling
The convolution operation is achieved by using kernels or filters to convolve the input to the convolution
layer. Generally, the number of distinct kernels used for this operation is the number of the feature maps in
a convolution layer. The kernels extract local features from the input captured by the receptive field. The
receptive field is the size of the kernel used. Each feature map represents distinct extracted features from the
input, e.g., one may represent vertical edges and another may represent points [8].
The units in each feature map are orientated in 2D, and they share the same set of weights including
the bias. Each convolution feature map is succeeded by its corresponding subsampling feature map; hence,
the number of subsampling feature maps is the same as the convolution feature maps. Eq. (1), describing the
convolution operation, is given below.
xlj = f (

∑

l
xl−1
∗ kij
+ blj )
i

(1)

i∈Mj

Here j is the particular convolution feature map, M j is a selection of input maps, k ij is the convolution kernel,
b j is the bias of each feature map, l is the layer in the network, and f is the activation function [9].
The subsampling layer pools features extracted in the convolution layer; each subsampling feature map
aggregates extracted features in its corresponding convolution feature map, usually preceding it [10,11].
A suitable subsampling mask size and type of pooling operation are first determined and then implemented
at the subsampling layer. In contrast to convolution operation where the overlap of kernels is allowed, there is
usually no overlap of subsampling masks in pooling operations. The subsampling mask captures the regions of
the input considered for pooling operations. The two commonly used pooling operations are average pooling
and max pooling [12].
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The pooling scheme performs an operation on the pixel values captured by the subsampling mask,
multiplies it by a trainable coeﬃcient, and then adds a trainable bias [13]. Eq. (2) describes the pooling
operation.
l
xlj = f (βjl pool(xl−1
j ) + bj )

(2)

Here x lj is the value or outcome of the pooling operation carried out on the jth region in the input, x l−1
is
j
the jth region of interest captured by the subsampling mask in the preceding layer, ‘pool’ is the particular
operation performed on the region (average or max), βjl is a trainable coeﬃcient, b lj is a trainable bias, and
f is an activation function [7]. The max pooling operation takes the maximum value from the pixel values
captured by the pooling window set for the subsampling operation. For average pooling, the average of the
pixel values captured by the pooling window is obtained during subsampling operations. It has been established
in several research works that the type of pooling operation implemented in the subsampling layer aﬀects
network performance, especially for pattern invariance learning [14].
3.3. Deep belief network
Deep belief networks (DBNs) are generative networks used to learn feature representation of data through
probabilistic modeling [15]. These networks can be considered as directed, acyclic, and graphical models.
In these networks, all the hidden layers have interconnections that are directed, except the two topmost
layers, which are undirected. For the sake of simplicity, a DBN is sometimes considered as a stack of restricted
Boltzmann machines (RBMs). Although this is not true in every sense, the approximate conception works and
greatly simplifies computation and other intractability issues that do arise. Since the RBM is the backbone of
DBNs, it is briefly discussed below.
RBMs have only two layers, the visible (input) layer and the hidden (stochastic) layer. The visible layer
is where the input variables are supplied to the network, while feature learning by stochastic units is achieved in
the hidden layer. In contrast to Boltzmann machines where there are interconnections between units (neurons)
of the same layer, RBMs do not have interconnections for units of the same layer; it can thus be inferred that
for RBMs units are conditionally independent.
The RBM training scheme is aimed at maximizing the likelihood of input vectors at a layer below given a
configuration of a hidden layer that is directly on top of it [15]. RBMs are used to compute the joint distribution
of visible and hidden units, given some model specific parameters. In DBNs, RBMs are stacked on top of one
another, and training is achieved through a scheme known as “greedy layer-wise training”. In greedy layer-wise
training, the weights of each layer are trained one at a time. A DBN with 2 hidden layers, as used in this work,
is shown below.
The training of the network is achieved by learning the weights of the whole network in a layer-wise
(h1)

fashion. From Figure 2, the weights between the input and hidden 1, W h
(h1)

The activation values of hidden 1 at the end of learning W h

(h2)

training algorithm is run again in order to learn weights W h
obtained at the end of learning
is run again to learn

(h3)
Wh .

(h2)
Wh

, are first learned and then fixed.

are now used as inputs to hidden 2, and the
(h3)

. To learn weights W h

, the activation values

for hidden 2 are used as input for hidden 3, and the training algorithm

The greedy layer-wise training is such that the weight connections between the

layers of networks are learned one at a time, in contrast to typical training algorithms where the weights of the
whole network are updated each time. The training algorithm used for the layer-wise weights learning in DBNs
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is known as “contrastive divergence”, proposed by Hinton et al. [16]. The equation used to update network
weights is given as Eq. (3).

Figure 2. Deep belief network.

∆Wij = Edata (xi hj ) − E

mod el (xi hj )

(3)

Here, E data is the actual expectation when h j is sampled from x, given the training set, and E model is the
expectation of h j sampled from x i considering the distribution defined by the model [17].
By implementing such a pretraining scheme as discussed above, features that are data-dependent can
be extracted through probabilistic samplings. The stacking of several RBMs allows abstract features extracted
in a lower layer to be combined into more defined features in the upper layers progressively, i.e. hierarchical
learning. Finally, for classification tasks, the DBN (stack of trained RBMs) is fine-tuned (made discriminative)
using a supervised learning algorithm, the backpropagation weights update algorithm.
4. Data analysis
The data used in this research are eye images collected from a public database (The Eye Cancer Foundation, Eye
Cancer Network, http://www.eyecancer.com/research/image-gallery/12/iris-tumors), containing nevus-aﬀected
eyes and nevus-unaﬀected eyes. These images were processed to extract regions of interest and relevant features
for learning.
Through thorough study, it was found that the region aﬀected in almost all cases is the iris; hence, using
the whole images would only lead to redundancy in information for the task. Therefore, irises of eye images were
considered as the region of interest and then cropped out, so that further image processing could be applied to
them. Sample images of unprocessed irises are shown below; both nevus-unaﬀected (healthy) and nevus-aﬀected
(unhealthy) irises are shown in Figures 3a and 3b, respectively.
It will be seen in Figure 3a that the pupil is surrounded by a uniform and clear background (more
formally called the iris). In contrast, Figure 3b shows the pupil surrounded by a pigmented and nonuniform
background. The image processing techniques applied were hence aimed at obtaining end images in which
the irises (pupil background) were reinforced, i.e. for clear and uniform irises, the obtained images have more
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uniformity, while for pigmented and nonuniform irises, the pigmentation and nonuniformity becomes broader.
The image processing operations are described briefly below.

Figure 3. Unprocessed irises.

The images were rotated through an angular step of 15 ◦ , as this allows for rotational invariance to be
built into the designed systems during training and creation of a larger training database.
The images were converted from color (RGB) to grayscale, after which the images were filtered using
a median filter of size 10 × 20; the filtering was used to roughly achieve the reinforcement of uniformity and
nonuniformity in the irises. It also helped to reduce camera glares found in some of the collected images.
The images were then downsized to 30 × 30 pixels to reduce computational requirements and training
time. Furthermore, the pixel values of the images were normalized to the range 0 to 1, as obtained in neural
networks input.
In Figure 4, samples of unprocessed and processed iris images are shown. Subfigures a1 and b1 show
unprocessed images for nevus-aﬀected irises, while a2 and b2 show the processed images, respectively. Subfigures
c1 and d1 show unprocessed images for nevus-aﬀected irises, while c2 and d2 show the processed images,
respectively.

Figure 4. Nevi-unaﬀected and nevi-aﬀected irises (white arrows show aﬀected regions) [2].
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5. Training of networks
The considered networks were trained using the processed images of the irises as discussed in Section 4. The
designed CNN and DBN were trained on 500 samples containing both nevus-aﬀected and unaﬀected iris images;
the input images were of size 30 × 30 pixels (900 pixels). The training data contain 299 nevus-aﬀected and
201 nevus-unaﬀected samples. The initial weights of the networks were initialized randomly, while final training
parameters were heuristically obtained during training. Note that for all the networks in this work, a 10-fold
cross-validation criterion is used to stop training in order to reduce the chance of overfitting. The output coding
of the classification task (output neurons) has been achieved as described below.
• Nevus-unaﬀected iris: [0 1]
• Nevus-aﬀected iris: [1 0]
5.1. Convolutional neural network
A convolution kernel of size 5 × 5 was used to convolve the input images, and 6 feature maps were generated.
A subsampling mask size of 2 × 2 was used for pooling features extracted in the first convolutional layer.
Furthermore, a convolution kernel of size 5 × 5 was used to convolve features aggregated in the preceding (subsampling) layer, and 12 feature maps were generated. Lastly, the features extracted in the second convolution
layer were pooled using a subsampling mask of size 2 × 2. The classifier layer is a single hidden layer neural
network with 300 hidden neurons. During training, several training experiments were performed in order to
determine optimal parameters for the learning rate, convolution kernel sizes, and subsampling mask sizes. A
step size of 0.06 was used as the learning rate. Table 1 shows the diﬀerent networks trained with respective
learning parameters; furthermore, it can be seen that CNN-2 achieved the lowest mean squared error (MSE)
after training and hence optimum learning.
Table 1. Training parameters for CNN.

Networks
Number of training samples
Activation function
Learning rate
Maximum iterations
Iterations reached on training
Training time (s)
Mean squared error (MSE)

CNN-1
500
Log-sigmoid
0.02
6500
5300
126
0.007

CNN-2
500
Log-sigmoid
0.06
6500
4000
102
0.003

CNN-3
500
Log-sigmoid
0.24
6500
3140
98
0.005

The output layer of the CNN has 2 neurons to accommodate the two categories of image classification.
The MSE function was used as the cost function for learning and a batch size of 10 for the training samples was
used to achieve stochastic gradient descent update of network weights. The maximum number of iterations is
set as 6500. The learning curve for the CNN with optimum learning, CNN-2, is shown in Figure 5.
5.2. Deep belief network
The designed DBN was also trained with the same samples used for the CNN; two hidden layers were implemented in the DBN. Training parameters are shown below in Table 2. Note that using the aforementioned
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cross-validation training scheme, the maximum number of iterations for the DBNs is set as 300. Several networks were trained, and it can be seen that the network that achieved the lowest MSE after training is DBN-1,
compared to DBN-2 and DBN-3.

Figure 5. Learning curve for CNN-2.

Table 2. Training parameters for DBN.

Networks
Number of training samples
Hidden layer 1- neurons
Hidden layer 2- neurons
Activation function
Learning rate for pretraining
Learning rate for fine-tuning
Iterations for pretraining
Max. iterations for fine-tuning
Iterations for fine-tuning
Training time (s)
Mean squared error (MSE)

DBN-1
500
25
15
Log-sigmoid
0.2
0.2
10
300
100
54
0.0016

DBN-2
500
30
20
Log-sigmoid
0.1
0.2
15
300
80
52
0.0042

DBN-3
500
35
15
Log-sigmoid
0.3
0.3
10
300
120
59
0.0029

6. Testing of networks
The two trained networks were tested with 316 sample images that were not part of the training data to
obtain the performance of the networks in classifying new cases. There are 181 nevus-aﬀected irises and 135
nevus-unaﬀected irises in the test data. Eq. (4) is used to obtain the recognition rates (r.r) of the networks.

r.r =

number of samples classified correctly
Total number of test samples

(4)

Table 3 shows the recognition rates achieved by the trained networks.
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Table 3. Testing of networks.

Network
Number of test samples
Correctly classified samples
Recognition rate

CNN
316
295
93.35%

DBN
316
296
93.67%

6.1. Discussion and conclusion
From the table above, it will be seen that both networks achieved roughly the same recognition rates on the
test data. However, it is noteworthy that the DBN learned the classification task in a shorter time compared
to the CNN. Furthermore, the DBN has a simpler architecture than the CNN, in which network parameters
that have significant eﬀects on the performance of the network have to be decided; such parameters include
the sizes of the convolution kernels and subsampling masks, number of features maps to be implemented in the
convolution, and pooling layers.
In an earlier work on the same task as described in this work, a backpropagation neural network (BPNN),
radial basis function network (RBFN), and support vector machine (SVM) were used for the classification of
iris images; Table 4 shows the results [2].
Table 4. Recognition rates for other networks in earlier work [2].

Network
Number of test samples
Correctly classified samples
Recognition rate

BPNN
316
276
87.30%

RBFN
316
280
88.6%

SVM
316
287
90.8%

In this research, we described a CNN and DBN, which are two more biologically inspired neural networks
for learning the classification of processed eye images into nevus-aﬀected and unaﬀected categories. During
the training phase of the networks, we were able to establish that the designed DBN took less time and fewer
iterations for training compared to the CNN. It was observed that the CNN and DBN achieved roughly the
same recognition rates when tested.
Furthermore, it can be seen that both the CNN and DBN described in this work outperform other
networks that were used in an earlier work for the same classification task; hence, there should be higher
confidence in the accuracy of the CNN and DBN when deployed for this task as compared to the backpropagation
neural network, radial basis function network, and support vector machine.
In conclusion, this work is significant in that the correct detection of iris nevus greatly reduces the risk of
nevus transformation into melanoma and secondary glaucoma since medical experts can now promptly follow
diagnosed patients with necessary medical interventions.
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